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03/07/2019Ø§Ù¾Â±Ù�Ù� The bitwise operation &lt
appears to be a function of the cell's data type. Also

is it the only attribute which can get toString()
function? Update : The look up function is causing
the strange output in the second column. Also, the

field is not a 'Number'. Code : array1 =
["1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9","0"] array2 =

["1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9","0"] def
fetchX(idx): y, x = idx[1], idx[0] if (x &lt '0' && y &&

y!= 10 ): return "x" + y else: return x for i in
range(10): print(fetchX(array1),array2[i]) The

Output : x1 2 x2 3 x3 4 x4 5 x5 6 x6 7 x7 8 x8 9 x9
0 Expected Output : 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9

0 The values are being fetched correctly from the
first column. But we cannot do the same operation
for the second column which I have mentioned. A:
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The == operator in Python is symmetric, so if
you're comparing an object and a string, you have

to use the == operator on the object first. Here, you
can do this: array1 =

["1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9","0"] array2 =
["1","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9","0"] def

fetchX(idx): y, x = idx[1], idx[0] if (x.value ==
y.value): return "x" + y.value
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